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Executive Summary
Deliverable D5.1 summarizes the work done by WP5 up to M24 on integration of
DECENTER platform and use-case AI solutions, within their three tasks: T5.1, T5.2 and T5.3.
This deliverable is a refinement of milestone M14 documentation, released at M18, which
represented a mid-term internal release of the AI-integrated fog computing platform and hence
considered an internal first release of D5.1. The integration work reported in this document,
just when Y2 has come to an end, already shows a large coverage of envisioned DECENTER
platform capabilities, letting us demonstrate its potential after two years of development; the
final version of use-case demonstrators will be released at M32 and reported in D5.2.
This report represents the outcome of the joint effort carried out by European and Korean
partners to integrate the DECENTER platform and the use-case AI applications on top of it.
This work has been carried out in close collaboration between technical work packages WP3
(in charge of the platform services), WP4 (developing the common application services
provided by the platform), and WP5—where most integration work, especially that aiming to
develop and operate use-case specific AI solutions, including pilots, was done.
Integration work and status are presented at three different architecture levels or
concerns: DECENTER platform services, DECENTER application services, and usecase AI applications. Specifically, activities needed to successfully build and operate the
use-case specific AI solutions on the DECENTER platform are explained: deployment of
Kubernetes-based resource cluster/s along the cloud-to-edge continuum, integration and
deployment of the DECENTER platform, building and deployment of use-case solution
demonstrators and setup of pilots. With respect to the latter, a detailed description is given
about the requirements covered at M24 by use-case specific Minimum Valuable
Demonstrators (MVD), demonstration scenarios, the extent to which the demonstrators
validate the DECENTER platform capabilities, and last but not least, the setup of pilots running
those demonstrators, including the required infrastructure.
This document directly relates and refers to a series of deliverables, released at the
same time (M24): D2.2 Final release of the DECENTER architecture specification and use
cases, D3.3 Second release of the fog computing platform, and D4.3 Second release of
applications’ Artificial Intelligence methods and solutions. Moreover, the content in this
deliverable has been selected to help use case owners and developers understand the
blueprint and method for building and operating AI solutions on the DECENTER platform.
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1 Introduction
Deliverable D5.1 summarizes the work done within Work Package 5 (WP5) at M24 and
specifically in their three tasks (T5.1, T5.2 and T5.3). Thus, this document offers a description
of the integration work in three main dimensions:
-

-

The DECENTER Platform integration as a combination of advanced AI solution
building blocks (application services, methods and tools) investigated in WP4, and
platform services (such as the Orchestrator or the Monitoring System) developed in
WP3.
The integration of the use-case AI applications (designed in WP4 and implemented in
WP5) into the DECENTER Platform.
The setup of pilots and the Minimum Viable Demonstrator (MVD) delivered by each
use case at M24.

D5.1 is a refinement of M14 documentation, which represented the mid-term internal
release of the AI-integrated fog computing platform. It was considered an initial version of D5.1
(as internal report) and software, that is, the first official release of the DECENTER Platform,
use case-specific AI applications, demonstration KPIs and first setup of pilots.

1.1 Target audience
The main goal of this document is to serve as a guide to engineers engaged in the
development and operation of AI applications on the DECENTER Platform. Therefore, the
integration work carried out in DECENTER so far has been presented from their point of view,
to help them understand and guide them through the necessary steps, following DECENTER
use cases as examples.

1.2 Related documents
At M14, we released designs and prototypes of the integrated use-case AI solutions,
developed in the context of WP4 and WP5:
A. Design of Integration of Intermediate Data Compression with Fog Platform (by KETI,
SNU), on how the IDC methods will be put into the AI MS, and communication methods
for them;
B. Design of Integration of Digital Twin methods on the Fog Platform (by CEA), on how
and where the Digital Twin method will be located in the Fog Platform;
C. Design of Integration of cross-border data management (by UL), on where the data
management will be located on the Fog Platform, and how it will interact with other
modules in the Fog Platform;
D. Design and example of Integration of AI Applications (by ATOS, KETI), on how
microservice-based AI application service can be deployed on a real K8S cluster
(reporting progress in the first two subtasks of T5.1).
E. Complete Definition of Demonstration KPIs and first steps towards the Setup of Pilots
(by TN, LGUP and the use case providers at WP5).
D5.1 refines that description of common solution building blocks presented in A-C, presents
the integration details of the use case specific AI solutions instead of an example (D), as well
as the KPIs and status of the pilot setups.
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This document directly relates and refers to a series of deliverables, released at the same
time (M24). To avoid content duplication, we have tried not to replicate or directly include
contents which are already on those deliverables. Nevertheless, those points where the reader
should jump to them are well identified throughout this deliverable; we encourage the reader
to do this exercise as their content is important to understand and complement the description
of the integration work carried out in WP5, in general, and the content of this deliverable, in
particular. These deliverables are:
-

D2.2 Final release of the DECENTER architecture specification and use cases
D3.3 Second release of the fog computing platform
D4.3 Second release of applications’ Artificial Intelligence methods and solutions

1.3 Organization of the document
Figure 1 shows the conceptual elements of the layered organization of the DECENTER AI
solutions. The AI Applications are made of AI Application Services, which in turn are made of
microservices; some of them serving AI methods and hence defined as AI services by the
DECENTER AI Application Reference Architecture (See D4.3, Section 6.2.1). Also, the AI
Application Services collaborate with DECENTER Application Services, which are horizontal
services to provide common functions to decentralized AI applications, such as Digital Twin,
Data Management or Security-as-a-Service. Apart from those, the DECENTER Platform also
provides a set of methods and tools to help engineers develop such applications, the most
important and mature of them in Y2 being the so-called AI-Package.

Figure 1 Conceptual diagram of the layered architecture of DECENTER AI solutions. The Platform’s building
blocks are circumscribed within blue boxes; they can be at application level (to help develop applications) and
platform level (to help operate them).

Below the Application layer, DECENTER offers a set of platform services, to help developers
operate their AI applications along the compute continuum. These are split into three main
platforms: Fog Platform, Brokerage Platform, and IoT Platform. At the bottom (infrastructure
level) we find the resources and the container-based resource cluster manager: Kubernetes.
10
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Therefore, in order to develop and operate AI application on DECENTER, developers need to
1. Install Kubernetes cluster/s in the cloud-edge infrastructure tiers you want your AI
application to use (considered a prerequisite to deploy the DECENTER platform on it).
2. Deploy and run the DECENTER platform services
3. Deploy and run the DECENTER application services
4. Deploy and run their AI application services
5. Run tests and pilots
This document has been organized to facilitate developers such a journey: Section 2 presents
the integration and use details of the DECENTER Platform, including both platform services
(2.1) and application services, methods and tools (2.2); Section 3 describes the integration
details of the use-case AI applications on the DECENTER Platform; Section 4 describes the
demonstrators and pilots that have been set up at M24, including the account of the objectives
achieved, requirements realised, and features of DECENTER used, per each use case at
M24. Section 5 draws some conclusions.
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2 Integration of the DECENTER Platform
We consider the DECENTER Platform as the aggregation of the Fog Computing Platform
(which runs over Kubernetes) plus a set of common (horizontal) application services, methods
and tools provided by DECENTER to facilitate the development of decentralized AI
applications (see Figure 1). In this section, we describe the activities carried out in Y2 aimed
to integrate those different building blocks into a cohesive DECENTER Platform. Specifically,
we describe the interfaces, the integration and installation details. Furthermore, since much of
this information is already provided in the architecture specification deliverable (D2.2), in this
section we are going to focus on those aspects which need to be known by a developer in
order to develop and operate an AI application over DECENTER.

2.1 DECENTER Platform Services
In this section we describe the main interfaces provided by the main components of the fog
computing platform, developers of DECENTER AI application need to be aware of.

2.1.1 Monitoring System
Monitoring System monitors resources and provides core resource management functions of
services that provide resource status and usage information to resource providers, users, and
administrators.

Figure 2 High level resource monitoring components view.

2.1.1.1 Application Programming Interface (API)
Monitoring Server stores the metrics of resources collected by each exporter in TSD (Time
Series Database) format. Stored resource metrics are provided as standardized query
behaviour for easy use by monitoring clients such as REB and SLA Manager. “Query API
Server” and “DECENTER Resource API Server” are defined for monitoring interface for
distributed resource management.
-
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Query API Server (PromQL): DECENTER uses the Prometheus open source module
as a core structure for resource monitoring. Prometheus defines and uses PromQL
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-

as its own Query language that works with TSD. This study utilizes PromQL to provide
a standard interface to monitoring clients.
DECENTER Resource API Server: “Resource API Server” is an interface defined for
cross-border convergence of DECENTER. It is an interface that is not clearly defined
so far. In order to reflect the variable monitoring interface requirements in the crossborder convergence environment, an interface including user-defined functions is
provided.

The monitoring system collects data by exporters in the form of time series. The time series
are built through a pull model: the monitoring server queries a list of data sources (exporters)
at a specific polling frequency. Each of the data sources serves the current values of the
metrics for that data source at the endpoint queried. The monitoring server then aggregates
data across the data sources. Data is stored in the form of metrics, with each metric having a
name that is used for referencing and querying it. Each metric can be drilled down by an
arbitrary number of key-value pairs (labels). Labels can include information on the data source
(which server the data is coming from) and other application-specific breakdown information
such as the HTTP status code (for metrics related to HTTP responses), query method (GET
versus POST), endpoint by the multi-dimensional way. The Functional Query Language
provided by Query API server lets the user select and aggregate time series data in real time.
The result of an expression can be consumed by external systems via the HTTP API.
2.1.1.2 Integration with Kubernetes
DECENTER uses Prometheus as the underlying monitoring system. One thing we shouldn't
misunderstand when defining a link between Prometheus and Kubernetes is that there are no
well-defined architectures like Heapster and cAdvisor stacks. Since Prometheus is a generalpurpose monitoring solution, the Prometheus server can read almost any information as long
as it can read index information, so the degree of freedom is very high even in Kubernetes
integration.

Figure 3 Interaction between the Monitoring Service & Kubernetes.
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However, there is a configuration that can be referenced, and has the above structure. First, a
service discovery mechanism is required in order to find a resource to be monitored by the
Prometheus server. To do this, call the Kubernetes API and label the list of resources (Pod,
Node, Service, Ingress, Endpoint, etc.) Collect using a label selector. Monitoring is performed
on the next collected monitoring target. Since Kubernetes returns basic index information
through the URL / metric in the API Server, monitoring data from Kubernetes resources are
collected through that API.
Since it is difficult to collect hardware or node information through the API at the bottom, install
the node exporter on the node to collect information about the hardware and OS. Information
about the container is collected by cAdvisor distributed by the node and provided to the
monitoring server. If necessary, information about the application launched in the container is
collected using the client SDK or an appropriate exporter.
2.1.1.3 Installation
Prometheus is a general-purpose monitoring solution with various installation methods. In
DECENTER, all components operate on a container basis. Figure 4 shows an example of a
Prometheus-based monitoring system configuration in a Kubernetes cluster environment.

Figure 4 Example of a Prometheus monitoring system configuration in Kubernetes.

Monitoring clients such as REB, SLA Manager and User Applications can use various way to
store and access monitoring data. There are a number of libraries and servers which help in
exporting existing metrics from third-party systems. This is useful for cases where it is not
feasible to instrument a given system directly.
14
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Figure 5 There are multiple ways to export metrics to the Monitoring Server.

In most cases when users want to scrape a node for metrics, we will install node-exporter on
a host and configure to scrape the configured node to consu
me metric data. But in
certain cases, users want to push custom (e.g. application-specific) metrics to the monitoring
server. In such cases, users can make use of pushgateway to push custom metrics into the
monitoring system.
Steps to deploy Prometheus monitoring system on a Kubernetes Cluster
1. Build an Environment for using Nvidia GPU:
Nvidia driver, cuda, nvidia-docker, Nvidia/GPU Sharing device plugin, etc.
2. Persistent Volumes must be created and configured to keep the current data.
3. Install Prometheus through prometheus-operator
Other Options. Install Prometheus through prometheus-operator / kube-prometheus
4. Install Kubernetes Metrics Server , Prometheus Adapter
5. Install Additional Prometheus Metrics Collector (nvidia gpu metrics collector, etc)

Prometheus Operator is one of the Operator Frameworks for easy management of
Kubernetes. Kubernetes (k8s) came out to manage container lifecycle. However, there are
some parts that needed manual configuration. For example, when a configuration change or
scale-out of a stateful application is required, simply managing the Configmap and restarting
the Pod does not provide smooth management. There may be parts where a person has to
work manually, but the problem is that these Manual tasks have to be repeated. The Operator
Framework was created to solve this problem.
The Operator Framework is an architecture pattern in the cloud. It is impossible to entrust all
management of the application to k8s, and that is a pattern that emerged because it was not
possible to spend much time on simple tasks. The Prometheus Operator came out with the
intention of efficiently managing Prometheus using this Operator Framework.
Operator covers Helm's functions. If Helm deals with the deployment and upgrade of k8s
application, the Operator also manages the application including deployment and upgrade. If
the Operator Framework is introduced, the existing Helm chart will be replaced, but the
Operator itself can be made into a Helm chart, or an application can be deployed as a helm
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inside the Operator. Therefore, it's not exactly a replacement for the Helm function, but I think
you can understand that the purpose is different.

2.1.2 Orchestrator
2.1.2.1 Application Programming Interface (API)
The DECENTER Fog Computing Platform offers services for managing the entire application
life cycle, from modelling a cloud native application to deploying and optimally placing it on a
distributed infrastructure and finally to undeploy it. The services for deploying cloud--native
applications leverage Kubernetes but extend them so as to consider a distributed and
heterogeneous environment composed by different regions. This means that the traditional
Kubernetes Deployment resource has been extended in a Custom Resource Definition called
FADepl that application developers can use for deploying applications on a fog infrastructure.
The tools offered to the user willing to deploy applications are the following:
-

Command Line Interface (CLI): implemented through an extended version of kubectl
and usable with the same syntax and logic of kubectl. This extended version is able to
manage FADepl resources. Alternatively, we can deploy microservices by using the
native resources that Kubernetes provide for that: Deployment and Service.
The following figures show an example of how a containerised AI Application Service
can be specified to be deployed on the Kubernetes-based Fog Computing Platform.

Figure 6 Example of an image classification application service, made of three microservices, two of them AI
microservices (i.e. serving an AI method).
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Figure 7 Example of containers scheduling along the Tier 0 (cloud) and Tier 1 (edge) carried out by the
Orchestrator. Containeraised microservices correspond to those comprising the image classification application
service shown in the previous figure.

Figure 8 Deployment and Service resources specification for the vgg-feature-extractor AI microservice to be
created by the Fog computing Platform on Kubernetes.
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Figure 9 Deployment and Service resources specification for the vgg-classifier AI microservice to be created by
the Fog computing Platform on Kubernetes.

Figure 10 Deployment and Service resources specification for the mqttbroker microservice to be created by the
Fog computing Platform on Kubernetes.

-
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Graphical User Interface (GUI): called Application Composer, it is possible to
graphically model an application through it, by creating FADepl resource and finally
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deploy it on a fog infrastructure. Among other objects, the Orchestrator will create
Deployment and Service resources from the FADepl custom resource specification.

Figure 11 Directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the image classification application service shown before to exemplify
the CLI deployment.

Figure 12 Specification of the vgg16-feature-extractor microservice through the GUI.
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Figure 13 Specification of the vgg16-feature-extractor FADepl object generated by the GUI from the data
introduced by the user (see previous figure).

A complete description of these components is provided in deliverable D3.3.
2.1.2.2 Integration with Kubernetes
The feature of the DECENTER fog platform for deploying applications strongly depends on
Kubernetes. DECENTER adds an extension to Kubernetes using the so-called Custom
Resource Definition (CRD) mechanism: the Kubernetes Deployment resource is extended by
the definition of a FADepl resource where new parameters have been added for better
addressing application deployment on a distributed and heterogeneous infrastructure. Thanks
to the CRD extension, users can continue to work with vanilla Kubernetes but can also
leverage a new set of API and command line commands for better placing their applications.
More details can be found in deliverable D3.3.
2.1.2.3 Installation

Steps to deploy Fog Computing Platform on a Kubernetes Cluster
1. (if not yet done) Install helm with the following commands:
snap install helm --channel=2.16/stable --classic
kubectl apply -f helm-rbac.yaml
helm init --service-account tiller
where helm-rbac.yaml can be found in the gitlab repository corresponding to the use case
environment that should be configured1.

1

https://gitlab.fbk.eu/decenter/w3t1/uc-environments/ketihhc.iptime.org/-/blob/master/helm-rbac.yaml
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2. Define the infrastructure topology of your environment 2.
3. Label the nodes according to the defined topology:
#region id and region name can be found in the topology
kubectl label nodes <your-node-name> region=<region id>
kubectl label nodes <your-node-name> region-name=<region name>
# cloud has tier=0; first level has tier=1 and so on to the edge
kubectl label nodes <your-node-name> tier=<region tier>
4. (if needed) Customize values files for helm installation3. Helm packages (i.e. .tgz files) do not
need any customization and currently they are hosted on the gitlab repository corresponding
to the use case environment (see again previous link)
5. Install FogAtlas with the following helm commands:
helm install -f ./fadepl-controller.yaml fadepl-controller-<version>.tgz -name fadepl-controller
helm install -f ./appcomposer.yaml appcomposer-<version>.tgz --name faappcomposer
helm install -f ./topology.yaml topology-<version>.tgz --name fa-topology

6. Install the infrastructure topology with the following commands:
kubectl apply -f externalendpoints.yaml
kubectl apply -f regions.yaml
kubectl apply -f links.yaml

Preconditions: a Kubernetes cluster is already up and running.
Note that in a “default” installation FogAtlas GUI are listening on the following ports:
●

app composer: port 31300

●

topology: port 30060

2.1.3 Resource Exchange Broker
2.1.3.1 Application Programming Interface (API)
The Resource Exchange Broker (REB) belongs to DECENTER Brokerage Platform. It accepts
requests for additional resources to be “added” to those seen by the DECENTER Orchestrator.
The REB keeps track of all spare resources that have been made available by their owners
who would like to monetise their use. The way this is supposed to work is that a matchmaking
is proposed between the requesters of resources and those who offer them. Roughly
speaking, after negotiation between demand and offer, a smart contract is created binding the
two parties for the duration the owner of resources is expected to “sell them” to the demanding
party. After this step, these additional resources become available to the orchestrator of the
requesting entity.
At first approximation level, direct interactions between an application developer and the REB
are not envisaged given the orchestrator “sits in between.” For these reasons there are not
direct interfaces available to the application developers enabling a direct “bid” to acquire
needed resources which would bypass the orchestrator’s role.

2
3

https://gitlab.fbk.eu/decenter/w3t1/uc-environments/ketihhc.iptime.org/-/tree/master/fogatlas/topology
https://gitlab.fbk.eu/decenter/w3t1/uc-environments/ketihhc.iptime.org/-/tree/master/fogatlas
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A complete description of the REB’s role, design and interfaces is provided in D3.1, including
integration with Kubernetes and installation.

2.1.4 IoT platform
The following tools aim at supporting developers a) to easily deploy (resp., un-deploy) the
sensiNact IoT platform on DECENTER and b) to dynamically add/remove/start/stop/update
some of its functionalities:

-

Two or three distinct docker images are available to be deployed on DECENTER. Two
are enough if no communication is needed between the two sensiNact instances;
otherwise a third container holding shared resources and the centralized configuration
tool is used, allowing the two sensiNact instances to communicate together. More
generally for N sensiNact instances needed, communicating the ones with each
other’s, N+1 containers are required to be able to handle this communication.
Concerning the two sensiNact instances, the former image provides an instance of
sensiNact IoT platform with connectivity to the most common IoT protocols, while the
latter gives access to the Digital Twin. A detailed description of each docker image is
provided in Section 4.3, D3.3.

-

An OSGi environment is deployed, to allow the dynamic management, at run time, of
the existing or new components (i.e., bundles). For instance, the developers can easily
deploy their own application within sensiNact OSGi without the need of stopping or
restarting the IoT platform.

2.1.4.1 Installation
The following installation steps are necessary to deploy sensiNact IoT platform on Kubernetes.
We assume that a Kubernetes cluster is already up and running:
We assume for now that the two containers holding the sensiNact instances will not need to
communicate one to each other and that they belong to the same pod, in the “iot-platform”
namespace. Both instances will be exposed by the way of the “sensinact-service” for which
two ports will be defined, targeting the respective containers’ port.
1. Create the iot-platform namespace
kubectl create namespace iot-platform

2. Create the secret allowing to interact with the KENTYOU (KENT) docker registry
docker login -u=decenter -p=******** registry.kentyou.com:443
kubectl create secret docker-registry regcred --dockerserver=registry.kentyou.com.fr:443 --docker-username=decenter -docker-password=******** --docker-email=contact@kentyou.com -namespace iot-platform

3. Configure the deployment
sensinact-decenter-deployment.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
name: sensinact-decenter-deployment
namespace: iot-platform
spec:
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selector:
matchLabels:
app: sensinact-decenter
replicas: 1
template:
metadata:
labels:
app: sensinact-decenter
spec:
containers:
- name: sensinact-iot
image:
registry.kentyou.com:443/sensinact/decenter/sensinact-iot
ports:
- containerPort: 54460
- name: sensinact-digitaltwin
image:
registry.kentyou.com:443/sensinact/decenter/sensinact-digitaltwin
ports:
- containerPort: 54465
imagePullSecrets:
- name: regcred

4. Apply the deployment
kubectl apply -f sensinact-decenter-deployment.yaml

5. Configure the service
sensinact-service.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
name: sensinact-service
namespace : iot-platform
spec:
selector:
app: sensinact-decenter
ports:
- name: iot
protocol: TCP
port: 460
targetPort: 54460
- name: digitaltwin
protocol: TCP
port: 465
targetPort: 54465

6. Expose the service
kubectl apply -f sensinact-service.yaml

2.2 DECENTER Application Services, Methods and Tools integration
DECENTER has implemented a few facilities to help developers to implement their AI
application as a microservice and also to deploy them onto cloud and/or edge to provide endto-end service on the infrastructure. And it is necessary to identify how those facilities are
related to the DECENTER Platform. This section describes the DECENTER’s activities to
integrate those facilities to the DECENTER platform, on where those facilities are placed and
what are the interfaces between them. The details of each functionalities are given on D4.3,
and only the interactions and interfaces are described here.
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2.2.1 Digital Twin
The Figure below illustrates the internal 3-layers structure of the Digital Twin. The primitive
form of the Digital Twin consisted of a single supervisory layer, which can sense devices (e.g.,
environmental sensors) of heterogeneous protocols. To achieve this one-way interaction,
several data adapters were implemented within sensiNact IoT platform and a unique,
homogeneous data model was designed. On the top of the supervisory DT, an interactive
layer was built, enabling the Digital Twin not only to sense but also to act on the devices (e.g.,
flashing lights). This module allowed a two-way communication between the DT and the
physical devices. DECENTER gave the opportunity to the DT to develop a third upper layer of
intelligence, where virtual AI entities, simulated data and predictive results can be easily
exploited. The Intelligent Digital Twin will be provided as a stand-alone containerised
microservice which interacts with AI microservices. The interaction is realized by implementing
an AI Data Adapter. The specifications and technical details of this adapter can be found in
Section 5 of D4.3.

Figure 14 Structure of the Digital Twin application service.

2.2.1.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform
The integration of sensiNact with the DECENTER platform is planned to serve two purposes:
1. sensiNact as an IoT provider: sensiNact IoT platform aims at offering connectivity
and interaction with heterogeneous IoT devices. For this purpose, sensiNact is
considered as one of the IoT platforms, available from the Fog Platform of
DECENTER.
2. sensiNact as a DT provider: The intelligent DT aims at interacting with AI applications
to represent AI virtual entities. For this purpose, DT is prepared as a stand-alone
microservice container available from the Application Services of DECENTER.
A detailed description of the integration plan with all technical details can be found in Section
3.1.3 of D3.3.
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2.2.1.2 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
To easily deploy the two instances of sensiNact (IoT platform and DT) on DECENTER, we
created two appropriate and dedicated containers. Each container consists only of the
necessary modules to serve its purpose. For instance, the IoT platform contains only the 2layers Digital Twin (Supervisory and Interactive) ignoring the top layer of intelligence. The
dedicated Section 3.1.3 in D3.3 lists all these modules and describes the necessary
parameterization and configuration of each container.
2.2.1.3 Interfaces for AI microservices
As shown in the Figure above, an AI Data Adapter is designed to provide the main interface
of DT with AI microservices. Briefly, we mention that this adapter is based on an MQTT ClientServer communication with all exchanged messages being in JSON format. The dedicated
Section 5 in D4.3 gives more details regarding the interfaces and interactions between DT and
AI in a microservice level.
Nevertheless, in this section, we elaborate that technical specification by showing the three
scenarios in which a developer may want to have their application interact with the Digital Twin
application service of the DECENTER platform.
Interaction between Digital Twin and AI microservices
Purpose

Actors

Protocol

AI will update the values on
Digital Twin with its result

a) Digital Twin as a Repository

MQTT

b) AI Microservice as an updater

Interaction between Digital Twin and the AI Application front-end (e.g. user app)
Purpose

Actors

Digital Twin model values to a) Digital Twin as a Repository
be used on the user app
b) Front-end as a data retriever

Protocol
HTTP
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Interaction between Digital Twin and the IoT devices
Purpose

Actors

Digital Twin to reflect status a) Digital Twin as a Repository
of IoT devices
b) IoT gateway as an updater

Protocol
HTTP

2.2.2 Data Management
The Cross-border Data Management scenario that is researched and developed within the
DECENTER project aims at allowing participating entities (i.e. users, legal authorities and etc.)
to control the data processing and management when it is shared across different
administrative domains. For example, a futuristic European regulation may require certification
for dealing with sensitive private data of all cloud providers that process personalised AI
models/methods, another futuristic Korean regulation may require to process sensitive data of
Korean citizens only on hardware resources that are capable of using strong security
mechanisms (e.g. SGX chips).
The implementation scenario for our Cross-border Data Management was analysed and
defined in the first two project years. In the second year, a blockchain-dependant data
management system has been implemented. In particular, the Cross-border Data
Management scenario utilizes Smart Contracts that determine, if a container composed of AI
26
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method and AI models is allowed to be deployed and run in a specific region (defined via
existing Resource Models as developed under WP2). In year two, the Cross-border Data
Management scenario has been refined to use Smart Contracts that apply policies (such as
requirement to give consent for data processing and QoS-based policies).
In order to facilitate the integration of the Cross-border Data Management with the rest of the
platform, it is being developed to support communication protocols such as: REST,
WebSocket (i.e. MQTT) and Smart Contracts enabling bridges such as Metamask browser
plugin for web browsers.

Figure 15 Workflow of the Cross-border data management.

An outline of the workflow, showing the main components and their communication with the
DECENTER Fog Platform is depicted in Figure 1. This is the result of WP4 activities, and we
are still in the process of integration with the repository of containers.
2.2.2.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform
From Figure 1 can be seen that the Cross-border Data Management is to be made capable
for communication with the other DECENTER components. In particular, an important
functionality that is supported is to send orchestration instructions to the DECENTER Fog
Platform to (re)deploy AI containers at designated locations that comply with specific
regulations and policies. Moreover, it utilises the AI Model Repository to pull the AI containers.
The communication is achieved through the following communication protocols:
●
●
●
●
●

REST for push operations,
WebSocket for pull required operations,
Metamask for direct Smart Contract interaction,
REST + Web3j for Ethereum backend interaction and
MQTT Client for high performance operations without metadata overhead (e.g.
without HTTP headers).

All of the protocols presented above are being integrated based on the specification of the
documentation (REST, MQTT, WebSocket), Smart Contract specifications (e.g. Smart
Contract functions, constructors, events etc.) or direct bridge interactions (Metamask). Details
on this will be provided in year 3 deliverables.
2.2.2.2 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
The individual software components of the Cross-border Data Management use specific
technologies, such as:
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●

●
●
●
●

WebGUI which is based on HTML, CSS and JavaScript empowered with Angular and
other frameworks or libraries. The component is to be used by the user to select datamanagement policies.
ETH Node can be either running as a service or can be triggered through API enabling
faucets.
Message broker currently uses ordinary MQTT server which will be investigated to be
deployed as a MQTT servers at the edge in the next phase.
Trusted Model Manager is based on Java server (e.g. Tomcat).
Blockchain service is based on JavaScript express server and additional libraries
such as web3.js for Smart Contract enabling interactions.

In summary, most of the integration aspects have been resolved by the end of Y2; however,
some integration is currently underway, and so more details will be reported in Y3 deliverables.
2.2.2.3 Interfaces for AI microservices
After the data access from the AI microservice is granted, AI microservice will access AI Model
Repository to retrieve the model of interest and run the AI method. The AI Model Repository
provides a RESTful API to provide access to its stored models to AI microservices.
DECENTER AI package already includes methods to access this AI Model Repository,
retrieving, storing and loading an AI model. Details on accessing AI models on AI Model
Repository with DECENTER AI package can be found on D4.2.

2.2.3 Data optimization method
To avoid content duplication, we have not included description of this section as it is fully
described in D4.3, Section 3 – AI Optimization Methods for AI on the Edge.

2.2.4 AI Package
To avoid content duplication, we have not included description of this section as it is fully
described in D4.3, Section 4 – Updates on containerization of AI methods and Section 6.2 –
AI Solution Design.

2.2.5 Data compression method
The intermediate data compression method for AI model splitting has been proposed and
implemented during Y1. On the second year, the data compression method has been
implemented as one of the functionalities for DECENTER AI package. The migration of IDC
(Intermediate Data Compression) on DECENTER AI package is depicted in the figure below.

Figure 16 Intermediate Data Compression on DECENTER AI Microservice.
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As seen on Figure 16, the compression method is migrated as a part of data postprocessor
and the decompression method as a part of data preprocessor. Developers can choose
whether to apply data compression method.
2.2.5.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform
The IDC method is a part of AI application and it has nothing to do with the DECENTER
Platform. It is provided as a facility to build an interaction between two AI microservices, and
does not affect the Platform, or vice versa.
2.2.5.2 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
The IDC method is not relevant to the deployment. The two (or more) microservices which
contain splitted AI models are cascaded, but this is part of deployment configuration and there
is no direct interaction between the method and deployment.
2.2.5.3 Interfaces for AI microservices
The IDC method is used when building the AI microservice and it is not configurable on-thefly while AI microservice is running. Therefore, there is no interface to control this method.
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3 Integration of Use-case AI Applications
In this section, we explain how each AI application is integrated with the WP4 components,
and deployed on Kubernetes-based DECENTER Platform.

3.1 Smart City Crossing Safety
The UC1 AI Application architecture is based on microservices, each service is developed and
deployed as a containerized Docker application on a Kubernetes cluster. This section
describes how the application services interact with the DECENTER Fog platform.

3.1.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform Services
The UC1 AI Application architecture consists in several AI Services involving object detection
and classification of data coming from external endpoints such as IP Cameras and
Microphones, plus a service for the detection of danger situations and a service for actuating
one or more alerting devices. The architecture also involves an MQTT broker and a user
control interface.
All the services are deployed on a cluster managed by the DECENTER Fog platform and
composed by two regions: a cloud tier made by several VMs and an edge tier made by a
barebone PC placed at the pilot installation site.

3.1.2 Integration with DECENTER Application Services, Methods and Tools
The application on each AI Service is written in Python and developed by extending the
DECENTER AI Package. The DECENTER Model Repository is used to store and download
the AI Model used by each AI Service.
Each service configuration is indicated the input and output, for instance an HTTP video
stream and/or a broker URL, as well as the AI Model name and version.
This use case also makes use of the Digital Twin application service provided by the
DECENTER Platform to keep real-time representations of some elements of the system.
Section 5.2.1 in D4.3 explains the interactions and messages between the use case AI
services and the Digital Twin to feed them.
Regarding the methods and tools, the AI services integrated within the application have been
developed by using the DECENTER AI package:
AI Service

Uses ML

Needs
retraining

Object
Detection
Audio
Recognition

Yes: CNN,
YOLOv3
Yes: SVM

No

Risk
Situation
Detection

No: rule-based
inference
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Yes: with
real data
(during pilot
installation)
No

Working on
streaming
data
Yes: Video
streaming
Yes: Audio
streaming

Uses
DECENTER
AI Package
Yes

Uses ML
framework

Uses
GPU
No

Yes

Yes: OpenCV
DNN (Python)
Yes:
pyAudioAnalysis
(Python)

Yes: Event
streaming

N/A

N/A

No

No
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3.1.3 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
The application is deployed exploiting the DECENTER Fog platform services. The Application
Composer is used to load a YAML file which describes the application services and how they
are connected, then the platform deploys the microservices on the cluster nodes.

3.2 Robotics Logistics
The original application of UC2 has been translated into microservices where each service
and ROS node has been containerized in Docker containers and deployed on a Kubernetes
cluster. The next sections describe the interactions between the application services and the
DECENTER platform.

3.2.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform Services
The UC2 architecture is formed by multiple independent components that perform two types
of services: robot-specific tasks such as localization, mapping and navigation, and other AI
tasks such as computer vision. These components interact using the DECENTER's Edge
architecture, and interact with its platform services for both resource provisioning and
monitoring of the application and robots' swarm. In this UC, a user needing more resources
than those provided by their own Edge infrastructure uses the REB to attach those resources
to the robots' fleet management service. On the other hand, it uses the DECENTER's
monitoring and alarm system to ensure the performance of the application through the UCs
lifecycle.

3.2.2 Integration with DECENTER Application Services, Methods and Tools
In the UC2 application scenario there is one AI microservice integrated. This AI microservice
is implemented with the DECENTER AI package to analyse the images coming from the
robots identifying the objects and distinguishing between persons, robots and other things.
This use case also makes use of the Digital Twin application service provided by the
DECENTER Platform to keep real-time representations of some elements of the system.
Section 5.2.2 in D4.3 explains the interactions and messages between the use-case AI
services and the Digital Twin to feed them.
Regarding the methods and tools, the AI services integrated within the application have been
developed by using the DECENTER AI package:
AI Service

Uses ML

Needs
retraining

Path
Planning
Object
Detector

No: SLAM

No

Yes: CNN,
YOLOv3

Yes:
Transfer
Learning
(from COCO
dataset), 100
images

Working on
streaming
data
No

Uses
DECENTER
AI Package
N/A

Uses ML
framework

Uses GPU

N/A

No

No:
Individual
images

Yes: HTTP

Yes:
TensorFlow
(Python)

No

3.2.3 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
The UC2 uses several conventional YAML files for the description of the deployment
configuration for the Kubernetes-based DECENTER Platform, the microservices and the
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interconnections between them. See Section 0 for more details about the current deployment
configuration on edge resources (as specified, for example, in Figure 27).

3.3 Smart and Safe Construction
The Smart and Safe Construction use case utilises AI models for person detection and
member verification, which use often can be necessary to be regulated with Cross-border Data
management mechanisms. Therefore, the workflow for Smart and Safe Construction use case
(see Figure 17) implements the Cross-border Data management (see Figure 1), and the
overall workflow is very similar. This represents a significant step in generalisation that aims
at applying various policies in the orchestration process. This includes QoS and Data
Management related policies, which may also be linked to the management of SLAs. The
detailed description of the use case 3 can be found in D2.1 and D2.2.

Figure 17 Workflow of the Smart and Safe Construction.

3.3.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform Services
Figure 17 shows that UC3 is developed in order to be capable of communication with other
DECENTER components. In comparison to the Cross-border Data Management (policy
management) scenario which is more static, UC3 more extensively uses the deployment and
redeployment mechanism that the DECENTER Fog Platform offers for runtime management
of QoS. At the end of the second year this use case was:
1

2
3
4

Integrated by using the Resource Models of WP2, which are based on Custom Resource
Definitions (CRD). The MDP (re)deployment mechanism has been aligned with the
Resource Models.
Integrated with a local Prometheus Monitoring System deployed on UL Kubernetes run
clusters through exposed APIs.
Tested for pulling AI containers from public repositories (e.g. AI Model Repository).
Implemented AI containers which are based on the DECENTER AI Package.

In Y3, the use case will be further improved by:
1
2
3
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facilitating the interaction between the use case and the other controllers (e.g. FogAtlas),
RMs and CRDs of the DECENTER Fog Platform;
more interactions with the Prometheus Monitoring System of the DECENTER Platform;
improving the performance of the AI models;
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4
5

implementing Smart Oracles to provide off-chain data to the Smart Contracts; and
researching and optimising the Smart Contract performance in all SLA management
scenarios (QoS management, Cross-border Data Management and similar).

3.3.2 Integration with DECENTER Application Services, Methods and Tools
The use case integrates the Cross-border Data Management in order to apply policies on how
the AI containers can be used. In particular, the AI containers in the use case are deployed
and run only upon successful Smart Contract execution.
This use case also makes use of the Digital Twin application service provided by the
DECENTER Platform to keep real-time representations of some elements of the system.
Section 5.2.3 in D4.3 explains the interactions and messages between the use-case AI
services and the Digital Twin to feed them.
Regarding the methods and tools, the AI services integrated within the application have been
developed by using the DECENTER AI package:
AI Service

Uses ML

Needs
retraining

Hard Hat
Detection

Yes: CNN,
YOLOv3

Yes: Transfer
Learning w/
2000 images

Safety Vest
Detection

Yes: CNN,
YOLOv3

Safety Vest
Colour
Recognition
Face
Detection
Face
Recognition
Hard Hat
Detection

Working
on
streaming
data
Yes: Video
streaming

Uses
DECENTER
AI Package

Uses ML
framework

Uses GPU

Yes: MQTT

Yes:
TensorFlow,
OpenCV
(python)

Yes: 3500
images from
Kaggle
dataset

Yes: Video
streaming

Yes: MQTT

Yes:
TensorFlow,
OpenCV
(python)

Yes: SVM
classifier with
colour space
transformation
Yes: CNN,
YuFaceDetectNet
Yes: DNN-based

Yes:
Kaggle’s
Safety vest
dataset
No

Yes: Video
streaming

No

Yes:
Scikit-learn
(python)

Both: Yes,
if present,
otherwise
falls back to
CPU
Both: Yes,
if present,
otherwise
falls back to
CPU
No

Yes: Video
streaming
Yes: Video
streaming

No

No

No

No

Yes: CNN,
YOLOv3

Yes: Transfer
Learning w/
2000 images

Yes: Video
streaming

Yes: MQTT

Yes:
Scikit-learn
(python)
Yes:
TensorFlow,
OpenCV
(python)

Inference:
Yes, if
present
Both: Yes,
if present,
otherwise
falls back to
CPU

Yes

3.3.3 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
For the deployment, the use case uses conventional YAML file for description of deployment
configuration as understandable by the DECENTER Platform. This deployment configuration
is forwarded to the DECENTER Orchestrator for resource orchestration and deployment that
the corresponding partners are working on applying.

3.4

Ambient Intelligence for Office Environments

The UC4 – Ambient intelligence for office environment has been designed and implemented
using DECENTER Platform and AI solution building blocks. This section describes how the
DECENTER was used for the implementation of UC4 on the testbed.
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3.4.1 Integration with DECENTER Platform Services
UC4 application architecture has been identified during the second project year, and it
contains one IP camera, four AI microservices, one MQTT microservice and one service
control microservice. DECENTER Platform has been used for deploying those microservices
on a cluster.
For building a cluster, a testbed has been setup on KETI’s premise, which consists of five PCs
(four of them with Nvidia GPU) and two embedded devices (Nvidia Jetson and Nvidia AGX).
A device plug-in from Nvidia is applied to the cluster to orchestrate GPU resources, along with
corresponding custom labels to identify different capabilities of GPUs. The corresponding
partners are working on custom labelling of GPU nodes for efficient management of GPU
resources.
The cluster will be separated into two Regions, to evaluate a heterogeneous cloud-edge
environment. As of now the cluster consists of bare-metal nodes, but installation of cloud VM
nodes instead on the same physical infrastructure is planned. Cloud VM from LGUP’s cloud
service will be included in the cluster. Therefore, it can be said that the testbed can validate
two different kinds of heterogeneity for AI application deployment, one is cloud-edge
heterogeneity and the other one is device heterogeneity

3.4.2 Integration with DECENTER Application Services, Methods and Tools
According to the UC4 application scenario architecture, there are four AI microservices with
three kinds. All AI microservices are implemented with DECENTER AI package to provide
interfaces to other microservices for interaction. The AI model repository is being used for AI
model management in UC4 testbed implementation also.
This use case also makes use of the Digital Twin application service provided by the
DECENTER Platform to keep real-time representations of some elements of the system.
Section 5.2.3 in D4.3 explains the interactions and messages between the use-case AI
services and the Digital Twin to feed them.
Regarding the methods and tools, the AI services integrated within the application have been
developed by using the DECENTER AI package:
AI Service

Uses ML

Needs
retraining

Working on
streaming
data
Yes: Video
streaming

Uses
DECENTER
AI Package
Yes: HTTP,
MQTT

Face
Detector

Yes: CNN,
DSFD

No

Facial
Feature
Extractor
X Group
Member
Verifier

Yes: CNN

No

Yes: Video
streaming

Yes: MQTT

Yes

Yes

Yes: Video
streaming

Yes: HTTP,
MQTT

Uses ML
framework

Uses GPU

Yes:
TensorFlow,
OpenCV
(python)
Yes:
TensorFlow,
(python)
Yes:
TensorFlow,
(python)

Yes:
inference

Yes:
inference
No

This use case also makes an intensive use of the Digital Twin (DT) service provided by
DECENTER Platform. Several application services load information onto the Digital Twin
representation of the office environment, mainly, with what has to do with the verification of
people’s authorisation to be and use the space. Figure 18 show a summary of this interaction
between use-case-specific application services and the Digital Twin application service.
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Figure 18 Summary of the use of the DT service within the Ambient Intelligence use case.

For a detailed description of the use of the DT application service within this and the rest of
use cases, please go to D4.3.

3.4.3 Deployment on the DECENTER Platform
For the deployment, it uses conventional YAML file for description of deployment
configuration, and the corresponding partners are working on applying AppComposer for
resource orchestration and deployment.
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4 Demonstrators and pilots
In this section, we explain the Minimum Viable Demonstrators (MVD) developed by each use
case for M24. This includes the objectives and scope of the demonstrators, the coverage of
the use case requirements with respect to the final objective, and the readiness of application
services as well as the testbed infrastructure. For a full definition of the use cases, please refer
to D2.2.
To assess the MVDs, we have set up pilots with specific key performance indicators (KPI).
For each use case, these KPIs are described in terms of:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Metrics
Requirements (Metric related Requirements)
Innovation
Purpose of the measure
Method (for data collection)
Platform Related
Application Related

In the KPIs table4 describes the connection between the KPIs and the different layers of
DECENTER architecture (see Figure 1). In that table, the “Innovation column” is especially
important as it shows how use cases address different DECENTER features that are important
in terms of innovation.

4.1 Smart City Crossing Safety
Smart City Crossing Safety pilot were tested in FBK lab and all the devices are ready to be
deployed in a real environment.
On June 22nd all devices had been settled on the pedestrian crossing in Vela (pilot area).

4

KPIs tables: Since the set of tables are too big to include in this document without compromising the
legibility of the present document, it is preferable to refer the author to its online version at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tWuoOPGEGNb-B2GH24yB3mAeN1N-_09C/view?usp=sharing
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Figure 19 Pedestrian crossing in Vela with Decenter set up.

Figure 20 Pedestrian signage.

Figure 21 Camera and microphone.

Soon, the Internet connection will be available, and then it will be possible to proceed with the
MVD demo described in the next paragraph.
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4.1.1 MVD
The Minimum Viable Demonstrator (MVD) of Y2 covers the following objectives within the
Smart City Crossing Safety pilot:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Detect a vehicle approaching the crossing
Detect a pedestrian crossing the street
Get data from environmental sensors
Actuate one or more alerting device

The MVD is build based on DECENTER features and the use case application requirements
(Section 2.1.1 in D2.2 for a complete description). The following table lists the DECENTER
features that are demonstrated and validated through this MVD in Y2 as well as Y3 (i.e. those
that cannot be finalised by Y2). This is the development plan to integrate them in the pilot.
However, not all the DECENTER features will be ready and tested at the end of Y2. Those
that are ready are:
●
●
●
●

Resource orchestration (Vertical)
AI Model repository
Hierarchical /distributed AI
Multi-tier fog computing platform

While privacy preserving AI and Digital twin will be added in Y3.
DECENTER Features

Plan for Y2

Resource
orchestration (Vertical)

O

Resource orchestration will
be tested between cloud and
edge device: simulate a
service moving from cloud to
edge to match the required AI
application response time

AI Model repository

O

The AI services will use the
pre-trained model from the
DECENTER model repository

Hierarchical
/distributed AI

O

AI will be distributed on edge
or cloud

Digital twin

X

Multi-tier fog
computing platform

O
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DECENTER Platform will be
used to deploy the service in

Plan for Y3
O

Automatic resource
orchestration will be
tested between cloud
and edge device

O

Digital twin will be
tested and used to
create a digital replica
of the pedestrian
crosswalk and
communicate those on
a dashboard
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cloud or edge through QoS
and SLA
Privacy preserving AI

X

O

Video stream collected
by the cameras. With
this AI the sensible
image will be fuzzy to
protect personal data.

In the following table we do the same with FR (functional requirement) by specifying which
requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2 (i.e.
only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

FR_UC1_001

Detect if a pedestrian is
approaching to the
crossing

FR_UC1_002

FR_UC1_003

Detect if a cyclist is
approaching to the
crossing
by AI engine
Detect if a vehicle is
approaching to the
crossing

Comments on how
Y2
to address the
demo5
requirement
At least 1 camera will
be positioned to view
O
any movement on the
sidewalk
At least 1 camera will
be positioned to view
O
any movement on the
sidewalk
At least 1 camera and
1 microphone for
O
detecting the vehicle
At least 1 camera will
be positioned to view
X
any movement on the
sidewalk
At least 1 camera will
be positioned to view
X
any movement on the
sidewalk
At least 1 camera will
be positioned to view
X
any movement on the
sidewalk

FR_UC1_004

Detect if a disable person
is approaching to the
crossing

FR_UC1_005

Detect if a person with a
pet is approaching to the
crossing

FR_UC1_006

Detect if a person with
stroller is approaching to
the crossing

FR_UC1_007

Collect information on
weather conditions such
as temperature, humidity,
rain,
light, wind

A weather station has
to be installed near
the crossing

FR_UC1_008

Elaborate a model of the
current situation at the
crossing

See FR_UC1_001,
FR_UC1_002,
FR_UC1_003,
FR_UC1_004 and
also obtain a model of

5

Coverage
Descriptions
Image Detector MS will
detect pedestrians from
the camera stream.
Image Detector MS will
detect pedestrians from
the camera stream.
Image Detector MS will
detect pedestrians from
the camera stream.

O

Environment devices
MS will detect
environmental data
from the devices.

O

Risk Detector MS using
Digital Twin will
elaborate a model of
the street situation-

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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the crossing

FR_UC1_009

Part of the system
design: will do testing
Trigger actuators in case
on a simulation mockof dangerous situation (i.e.
up (based on crossing
when a RED alert is ON)
recorded video / IoT
sensing)

X

FR_UC1_010

Trigger a sound alarm in
case of dangerous
situation

At least 1 speaker
must be installed

X

FR_UC1_011

Flashing lights in case of
dangerous situation (i.e.
when a RED alert is ON)

At least 1 flashing light
has to be installed

X

FR_UC1_012

Record/store data

A cloud backup is
needed

O

FR_UC1_013

Improve its detection of
possible dangerous
situation

Periodically redeploy
based on the logs

X

FR_UC1_014

Collect live data-streams
from different sources /
devices

Connected devices
will produce data
streams fed to the
alerting system

X

In Y2 will be actuated
"online" to testing the
correct functionality of
the system and avoid
fake alarm
In Y2 will be actuated
"online" to testing the
correct functionality of
the system and avoid
fake alarm
In Y2 will be actuated
"online" to testing the
correct functionality of
the system and avoid
fake alarm
In a test phase
anonymous data will be
stored to test the AI
methods and improve
the system

In the following table we do the same with NFR (non-functional requirement) by specifying
which requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2
(i.e. only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

NFR_UC1_001

Work outside and to work
in different situations in
terms of temperature (Proper casing design
15°C to 40°C) and
weather

O

NFR_UC1_002

The realised solution is
This system will
not expected to be part of predict more than two
a critical system in its
indoor future

X

6

Comments on how
to address the
requirement

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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Y2
Coverage
6
demo Descriptions
We bought a cabinet fit
to work in a real
environment (with a
range of temperature
between -15°C and
40°C)
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prototypical
implementation;
therefore, hardware
redundancy will not be
required for the
implementation of the
use- case

NFR_UC1_003

Be robust in terms of
number of devices and
cameras available

NFR_UC1_004

Ensure robustness from
internet connectivity

NFR_UC1_005

Be used without an
additional effort from the
user

conditions.

In order to address
some problems with
some
devices/cameras, the
idea is to have more
than the normal
number of
cameras/devices
installed
Ability to deploy ML
trained algorithms as
containers “at the
edge”
Almost by design. No
additional effort will be
requested by
pedestrians (e.g. no
need to install an app)

X

X

O

No effort will be
requested by pedestrian

Trigger alert in less than
100 milliseconds

Dangerous situations
will happen in few
milliseconds.
The focus of the
reactivity is the
pedestrians with
respect to drivers

X

All MS can transfer the
result from one MS to
other MS. In conclusion,
it can be confirmed that
UC4 application obtains
the result through
successive operations
of several milliseconds.

NFR_UC1_007

Ensure privacy

No data (video)
recorded except in
case of red alert in
which videos are
saved for police
investigation and for
model redefinition.
During the first period
of testing a massive
amount of data video
recording will be
needed

O

Privacy will be ensured
in a first phase using a
video to test the system

NFR_UC1_009

Ensure an AI model that
adequately reacts to
dangerous situations

Training data set from
site for 3 months
window has to be
recorded to ensure
designed AI model

X

NFR_UC1_006
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can be tested against
playback.
Moreover, possibility
of reinforcement
learning must be in
place for refining the
model

NFR_UC1_010

Guarantee security of
data storage and
processing

NFR_UC1_011

Easily access, control
and configure existing
sensors or register new
ones, in order to ensure
their connectivity to the
platform.

Secured and
authorised access to
system will be
implemented.

O

Data used during the
test phase will be
always anonymized and
stored only for data
training purpose.

O

In the following table are described the minimum viable demonstrator that will be tested in Y2.
Demo storyboard for Y2
Create and deploy the application on the DECENTER fog platform
On UI, describe the interface, show the video feed and the generated events
Set-up a new decision rule
On new events light/buzzer should be triggered based on road status, show application
response time on UI
Evaluate DECENTER features:
● Decrease the application response time requirement
● The DECENTER platform services orchestration moves relevant services (toward
the edge) to adapt to new requirements
● Check new performances

4.1.2 KPIs
We have identified three different KPIs that we believe are fully representative of the use case:
1. Identifying key objects in the pedestrian crossing
2. Ability to produce environmental data
3. Generate an alert (Performance)
Method:
1. Relevant actors/objects are correctly classified and counted (accuracy of executed
algorithm of training set)
2. From IoT sensor documentation and tested thresholds (i.e. light, humidity etc.)
3. Firstly, we will inspect the systems’ log files to check it using edge AI model or on Cloud
AI. Second, an API will be exposed and will be able to check the status of the system
(red, yellow, green) and use it for check the result using edge AI model or on Cloud AI.
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4.1.3 Pilot Status
The following diagram describes the status of completeness of the different microservices
which comprise the AI application.

Figure 22 Smart City Crossing Safety – Adaptive control (flow) loop view.

A first version of all the microservices comprising the AI application has been developed and
deployed in the testbed, including the three AI microservices (i.e. serving an AI method):
AI Service

Activity
kind

Function

Object Detector

Analysis

Detect key objects (e.g. pedestrian, cyclist, vehicle, etc.)
approaching the pedestrian crossing from video signal.

Audio Recognizer

Analysis

Detect key objects (e.g. pedestrian, cyclist, vehicle, etc.)
approaching the pedestrian crossing from audio signal.

Risk Situation
Detector

Decision

Rule-based inference to determine dangerous situations
given environmental conditions and the presence of certain
objects and people.

The source code for those microservices can be found in DECENTER project’s GitLab. CI/CD
(continuous integration/continuous delivery) pipelines are already running to integrate,
package and publish those microservices as Docker containers (in a docker images repository
in the same GitLab system).

4.2 Logistics Robotics Optimization
Logistics Robotics Optimization pilot was tested in a simulated robotic environment in
Robotnik’s lab which included physical edge devices; both software components and devices
are ready to be deployed in the real environment, that is, the Robotnik’s warehouse-lab.
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This application drives logistics robots in a warehouse shared with human workers as well as
other robots, providing them with an updated “free” path to reach a given location:
-

It maintains an updated map of the warehouse, including static and dynamic objects
encountered by the robots in their navigation, typically other robots and humans.
It provides alternative paths to robots to reach their destination when they encounter
an obstacle in their path, depending on whether this obstacle is another robot, a
human, or anything else.

At the moment the development of robotic logistic pilot is focusing into the simulated
environment demonstration. This follows the conventional methodology and good practices in
robotics applications and systems engineering: to have the full robotic application or system
running in a realistic simulated environment, that is, including a full physics engine and as
close as possible recreation of the physical environment and conditions of future robotic
operations (i.e. the so-called world model). This is why in Y2 we have fully tested, verified and
validated the robotic application in a simulated environment for development agility, security
and safety reasons. Nevertheless, note that the containerised robotic modules will be
completely valid as-is when we move into real-world testing in Y3; in other words, the solution
will be exactly the same but for the simulation environment building block, which will be
replaced by the real-world mobile robotic platform, and the real environment of the robot
populated with real obstacles and human beings.

Figure 23 Web client (Gzweb) for the Gazebo-based robot simulation environment.

Last but not least, the edge computing infrastructure is the final one, that is, the one that is to
be used in the final real-world pilot. For that, we are deploying the Kubernetes-based
DECENTER fog-computing platform on a cluster of NUC compute nodes. Currently, all the
containerised robotic modules of the AI application are deployed and running as microservices
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on that system, including the AI services used, that is, Object Detection, Path Planning and
Warehouse Object Detection. Again, this is the real edge infrastructure to be used in Y3 so
the actual deployment of the robotic application is not simulated at all (what it is simulated is
the environment of the robot, so a simulation engine is located in the control loop, between
robot sensors and actuators, thus simulating just the interaction with the physical environment
of the warehouse.

Figure 24 Kubernetes deployment objects for the AI application microservices.

4.2.1 MVD
The Minimum Viable Demonstrator (MVD) of Y2 covers the following objectives within the
Logistics Robotics Optimization pilot:
A. Trigger a sound or visual alarm
B. Ensure the correct relation between providers through the use of smart contracts
C. Provide statistical information
The MVD is build based on DECENTER features and the use case application requirements
(Section 2.1.2 in D2.2 for a complete description). The following table lists the DECENTER
features that are demonstrated and validated through this MVD in Y2 as well as Y3 (i.e. those
that cannot be finalised by Y2). This is the development plan to integrate them in the pilot:
However, not all the DECENTER features will be ready and tested at the end of Y2. Those
that are ready are:
•
•
•

Resource orchestration (horizontal)
Digital Twin (partially)
Model repository

While Digital Twin, security and computation offloading (horizontal and vertical) support will
be integrated in Y3.
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DECENTER Features
Resource orchestration

Plan for Y2
O

Digital twin

O

Model repository

O

will be tested only between
Edge devices running on the
same region.
will be analysed and designed
the use of the DT service to
provide the user with a
monitoring and alerting mobile
interface.
the Warehouse Object
Detection microservice will
make use of a pre-trained AI
component, retrieved from the
DECENTER model repository

Plan for Y3

O

Security

X

O

Computation offloading
(horizontal)

X

O

Computation offloading
(Vertical)

X

O

will be implemented,
including the Graphical
User Interface to the DT
representation.

the full security system
implemented in
DECENTER will be
tested
horizontal resource
orchestration will be
added, that is, the ability
to rent resources from an
edge in a different region.
This will include making
use of the Resource
Exchange capabilities,
historical of resources
exchanges and SLA
management
vertical resource
orchestration will be
added, that is, the ability
to rent resources from the
Cloud.

In the following table we do the same with FR (functional requirement) by specifying which
requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2 (i.e.
only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

FR_UC2_001

Trigger a sound or visual
alarm

FR_UC2_002

Allow the user to add
missions

7

Comments on how
Y2
to address the
Coverage Descriptions
demo7
requirement
At least 1 speaker or
led lights must be
O
installed in robots
A graphical control
In Y2 we will show the
O
interface is needed
graphical interface where

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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for human interaction

FR_UC2_003

FR_UC2_004

FR_UC2_005

FR_UC2_006

FR_UC2_007

Allow the user to assign
tasks to robots

A graphical control
interface is needed
for human interaction

A global knowledge
about the
environment at
robots’ level.
Keep an updated map of
Communication
the warehouse
between robots.
Sensors to get
information from the
environment.
Camera and AI
methods to detect
Detect persons
humans in the
surroundings of
robots.
Ensure the correct
The system will use
relation between
safe and stables
providers through the use channels to use
of smart contracts
smart contracts
Get and show the status A graphical control
of robots
interface is needed

O

the operator can
introduce the mission of
the robots
In Y2 we will show the
graphical interface where
the operator can assign a
mission to the robots

X

In Y3 we will have an
updated map of the
environment integrated in
Digital Twin

O

AI method will be
demonstrated to detect
human presence

X

-

X

FR_UC2_008

Keep track of tasks

A graphical control
interface is needed

O

FR_UC2_010

Provide statistical
information

A graphical interface
is needed to display
the information

O

We will use DT to show
the position of the robots
In Y2 we will show the
graphical interface where
some tasks will be
monitored.
-

In the following table we do the same with NFR (non-functional requirement) by specifying
which requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2
(i.e. only those marked with “O”).
Description (“The
Non-functional
system must be able
Requirement
to…”)
Provide privacy of
information (how many
NFR_UC2_001 workers are working at
each moment, number of
boxes stored, ...)
Delegate computational
NFR_UC2_002
calculation to the Cloud

8

Comments on how
to address the
requirement

Y2
Coverage Descriptions
demo8

Privacy of
information

O

-

Vertical offloading

X

-

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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NFR_UC2_003

Delegate computational
calculation to the Edge

Horizontal offloading
AI algorithms running
in the edge.

X

NFR_UC2_004

Be reliable

Horizontal offloading

O

NFR_UC2_005

Be safe for humans

Security sensors.

X

At Y2, we did not fully
apply the DECENTER
ability to rent resources
from edges in different
regions, but just
deployment of AI services
along a single-region
edge tier, beyond the
robot platform, to gain
reliability provided by the
DECENTER platform.
-

In the following table are described the minimum viable demonstrator that will be tested in Y2.
Demo storyboard
Start the simulated robot fleet and AI application
Start several robots’ missions
Add a simulated person as obstacle
Add a box as obstacle
When the robots detect an obstacle. send a picture to the AI
Fleet manager process the new information and update the missions
The robot which is detecting the person emits visual and sound alerts
The robot with blocked path by another active robot changes the route
The robot with blocked path by a box changes de route

4.2.2 KPIs
We have individuated four different KPIs that we believe are fully representative of our use
case:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Detecting human/robot presence. Captured by camera
Detecting the positions of the human/robots detected. Captured by the laserscan.
Computation saturation percentage of robot's CPU
Re-planning path of the robot based on the information provided by the AI methods

Method:
1. Relation between the people/robots detected and the people/robots that are really
present in the images.
2. Relation between the calculated position of humans/robots detected and the real
position where they really are.
3. Monitoring the CPU usage in the robots.
4. Counter of missions planning new paths due to obstacle recognition.
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4.2.3 Pilot Status
The ROS-based robotic application for logistics robotics was re-architected following a
microservices style and containerised to be deployed on the Kubernetes-based DECENTER
fog computing platform. Also, a simulated environment based on Gazebo has been set up to
test the application prior to its deployment in the real warehouse, with real physical obstacles
and humans, in Y3. In Y2 we have fully tested, verified and validated the robotic application in
a simulated environment for development agility, security and safety reasons. In Y3, we will
deploy the robotic system modules in the real mobile robotic platforms (i.e. robots) and remove
the simulation environment from the control loop.
Nevertheless, note that the containerised robotic modules will be completely valid as-is when
we move into real-world testing in Y3; in other words, the solution will be exactly the same but
for the simulation environment building block, which will be replaced by the real-world mobile
robotic platform, and the real environment of the robot populated with real obstacles and
human beings.
All containers from the fleet management system are already developed on the Kubernetesbased DECENTER fog computing platform, at the edge. The AI microservices have been also
developed: Obstacle Detection, Patch Planning and Warehouse Object Detection. is also
developed but is not integrated into the fleet management system. It also the robot recognition
for AI training is currently being developed. At the moment we are working on Kubernetes
infrastructure integration.

Figure 25 Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Fleet Management System (FMS).

Image 3: Fleet management system user interface
The following diagram describes the status of completeness of the different microservices
which comprise the AI application:
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Figure 26 Logistics Robotics Optimization adaptive control (flow) loop view.

A first version of all the microservices comprising the AI application has been developed and
deployed in the testbed, including the two AI microservices (i.e. serving an AI method):
AI Service

Activity
kind

Function

Object Detector

Analysis

Location of persons and robots in an image captured with the
robot’s front camera pointing towards the robot’s path. It might
make use of the readings from on-board laser-based distance
sensors too.

Path Planning

Decision

Update the global map of the warehouse using data from the
robots to overlap static information with dynamic objects
appearing in the path of the robots.

As said before, the computing infrastructure for this pilot is composed of two Intel NUCs, one
to be placed on the robot and will control it (in a real and simulated environment) and the other
one will behave as edge server and will have the AI microservice and the fleet management
system (FMS)—which includes the Mapping and Path Planning microservices).
The following figure is described in more detail: the architecture and infrastructure.
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Figure 27 Data flow (call) between AI application's microservices distributed in two edge nodes (i.e. robot and
NUC).

The source code for those microservices can be found in DECENTER project’s GitLab. CI/CD
(continuous integration/continuous delivery) pipelines are already running to integrate,
package and publish those microservices as Docker containers (in a docker images repository
in the same GitLab system).

4.3 Smart and Safe Construction
Construction is a dynamic process that requires constant information support. Therefore,
organising, monitoring, and implementing a construction project including its various safety,
security, logistics, inspection and other aspects can be very challenging.
The goal of this UC is to address safety at smart construction sites. It improves safety by
issuing notifications to the construction site manager, when a safety violation is detected. In
particular, the construction site is under constant video surveillance whose streaming data is
fed to AI methods for data processing.
Due to the dynamic nature of the construction site, which results with a high amount of
alterations within time, resulting with a completely different scene from the time of
development to the time of final demonstration, the intended scenario will be demonstrated by
using pre-recorded video from a construction site in Slovenia

4.3.1 MVD
The Minimum Viable Demonstrator (MVD) of Y2 covers the following objectives within the
Smart and Safe Construction pilot:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Connect to a video stream.
Inspect Link Quality metrics from nodes in the cluster towards the video stream source
Optimally deploy the AI method container
Show the video stream with bounding boxes on the GUI and inspect the final QoS
metrics (of the video stream source and the AI method processing, e.g. FPS).
E. Actuate one or more alerting device.
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The MVD is build based on DECENTER features and the use case application requirements
(Section 2.1.3 in D2.2 for a complete description). The following table lists the DECENTER
features that are demonstrated and validated through this MVD in Y2 as well as Y3 (i.e. those
that cannot be finalised by Y2). This is the development plan to integrate them in the pilot:
Not all the DECENTER features will be ready and tested at the end of Y2. Those that are
ready are:
●
●
●
●

Resource orchestration (Vertical)
AI Model repository
Multi-tier fog computing platform
Monitoring service with multi-level metrics

While the following ones will be integrated in Y3:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Smart Contracts management for AI method containers; including cross-border data
management for AI method containers
Testing the ability for community engagement in the decentralised system
Analysing the trade-offs between Quality of Service, operational costs for the Smart
Contracts and similar
Additional training of AI models to explore the limits of training for specific AI models
in the smart construction context.
Possibility to use SensiNact in order to attach to more sensors.
Explore the potential of the Digital Twin technology. Redefine it.

DECENTER Features

Plan for Y2

Resource orchestration

O

AI Model repository

O

Multi-tier fog computing
platform

O

Monitoring service with
multi-level metrics

O

Plan for Y3

We created CRD that is
integrated with the MDP and can
be used for resource
orchestration
The AI services will use the pretrained model from the
DECENTER model repository
Markov decision process
controller implementation for
Kubernetes
Use multi-level monitoring to
deliver deployment decision

Smart Contracts
implementation

X

O

Management for AI
method containers;
including cross-border
data management for AI
method containers.

Testing the ability for
community engagement
in the decentralised
system

X

O

-
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In the following table we do the same with FR (functional requirement) by specifying which
requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2 (i.e.
only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

FR_UC3_001

FR_UC3_002

FR_UC3_003

FR_UC3_004

FR_UC3_005

9

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

Comments on how to
Y2 Coverage
address the
demo9 Descriptions
requirement
Assuming that certain
pre-trained AI models
already exist, it would
Access and use existing be possible to search
Use the DECENTER AI
pre- trained AI repository in a database of such
O
Package
models
models and use them
when analysing a
single video frame or
image.
Assuming that a pretrained model for
identification of
specific objects such
as trucks already
Train and additionally
exists (e.g. AlexNet), it
customize existing AI
O
would be possible to
models (transfer learning)
additionally customize
the model to be used,
for example, for
identification of helmet
in addition to a hat.
Video feed, detect
Receive and process data
objects and verify
O
from video camera
members.
A specific algorithm for
Place bounding boxes at image segmentation is
specific (interesting)
used, which results in
X
images parts (image
specific bounding
segmentation)
boxes of image
segments.
All features identified
will be sent as
notifications to the
mobile phone of the
construction site
Trigger notifications for
manager, if certain
X
construction site engineer conditions are met.
(Rule based system
for notifications will be
implemented).
Example: If specific
object is detected a

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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notification will be
generated

In the following table we do the same with NFR (non-functional requirement) by specifying
which requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2
(i.e. only those marked with “O”).
Description (“The
Non-functional
system must be able
Requirement
to…”)
The smart application
shall be able to use more
or less video cameras
NFR_UC3_001 and shall be reused in
different layouts of
different construction
sites.

NFR_UC3_002

NFR_UC3_003

NFR_UC3_004

10

Comments on how
Y2
to address the
demo10
requirement
Scaling the number
of available Fog
nodes by using
Smart Contracts to
X
adapt for increasing
number of video
cameras.
Smart Contracts are
specified for
Keep private the
individual Fog Nodes
information processed on in order to allow
X
each construction site
access to sensitive
information and
control the access.
System must detect
if a person is wearing
a helmet before the
person can reach
restricted area from
the entrance or the
Provide a processing
office of the
time of object detection
construction site; in a
X
30 seconds
distance of at least
4.0 m (the width of
manipulation
intervention road)
with a presumption
that average walking
speed is 1.4m /s.
The system will use
Have the possibility to
Smart Contracts to
operate even if specific
find out additional
X
Fog Node fails to
Fog Nodes that can
respond on time
be used for the
process.

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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Coverage
Descriptions

-

-

-

-
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NFR_UC3_005

Perform correctly in
different temperature /
illumination conditions

This shall be
achieved through
proper set up of the
sensors and video
cameras.

X

-

In the following table are described the minimum viable demonstrator that will be tested in Y2.
Demo storyboard
Use DECENTER to obtain VM for deployment of long running services, such as the
backend of the UC3
Start backend, message queue, and other long running application services in the cloud
Show user selecting an AI method from the GUI, Smart Contract for the AI method container
should be signed at this point, but this will be included in Y3 demonstration
Not fully specified YAML file is passed to the Kubernetes controller
The controllers select metrics from the Prometheus monitoring system, with focus on Link
Quality metrics, see above cited paper
The Markov decision process microservice has now calculated optimal placement for the AI
method container, a graph is shown
Based on the input, the YAML file is now being fully specified by the controller with decision
where to optimally deploy

4.3.2 KPIs
We have individuated four different KPIs that we believe are fully representative of our use
case:
1. Anomaly detection performance. Improve the time from event to issuing or receiving a
notification by the manager.
2. Temporarily use external infrastructures. Estimation of the operational cost reduction.
3. Improve intelligence of smart environment using AI. Improve intelligence of smart
environment.
4. Improve privacy. Protect the privacy of involved personnel.
Method:
1. Inspection of the system log files with input and output time stamps.
2. Economic estimation of the operational cost reduction in infrastructures: cost of
ownership vs. cost of temporarily leasing.
3. Counting the AI models employed.
4. Apply cross border data management technology to control the data utilisation.

4.3.3 Pilot Status
A first version of all microservices (see Figure 17) comprising the AI application has been
developed and deployed in the testbed. In particular: (1) Object detection AI model has been
implemented, (2) AI models that detect construction site vehicles have been trained, (3)
developed and implemented smart contracts to facilitate access to AI models, (4) Develop and
implement the monitoring and orchestration components, (5) Integrate with DECENTER
Platform (i.e. Resource orchestration and DECENTER AI Package).
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In addition, the pilot will be furthermore improved during Y3. The following activities will take
place: (1) implement member verification AI models, (2) improve AI models’ detection
precision, (3) implement Smart Oracles to fit with T4.3 and (4) further integration with the
DECENTER Platform.
The source code for those microservices can be found in DECENTER project’s GitLab. CI/CD
(continuous integration/continuous delivery) pipelines are already running to integrate,
package and publish those microservices as Docker containers (in a docker images repository
in the same GitLab system).

4.4 Ambient Intelligence for Office Environments
Ambient intelligence for office environments pilot were tested in KETI lab and all the devices
set to be ready to work in a real environment.
On June 30th, all devices had been settled on the meeting room in KETI lab. UC4 pilot test
has proceeded with the DECENTER Platform.

Figure 28 UC4 pilot configuration.
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Figure 29 Camera used in UC4 to collect input data for the member verification process.

Figure 30 Example of content provided to visitors according to their membership.

4.4.1 MVD
The Minimum Viable Demonstrator (MVD) of Y2 covers the following objectives within the
Ambient Intelligence for Office Environments pilot:
A. Detect a face image from original image
B. Extract features from the face image
C. Member verification using multiple AI models
D. Provide the proper contents based on the member verification result
The MVD is build based on DECENTER features and the use case application requirements
(Section 2.1.4 in D2.2 for a complete description). The following table lists the DECENTER
features that are demonstrated and validated through this MVD in Y2 as well as Y3 (i.e. those
that cannot be finalised by Y2). This is the development plan to integrate them in the pilot:
However, not all the DECENTER features will be ready and tested at the end of Y2. Those
that are ready are:
•
•
•
•

Distributed AI
AI model repository
Multiple AI models use
AI Service composition with DECENTER facilities

While the interaction with Digital Twin and reusability of AI microservice will be added in Y3.
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DECENTER Features

Plan for Y2

Plan for Y3

AI service for UC4 will be
containerized and deployed by
DECENTER facilities.
AI models such as face
recognition, feature extractors,
and member verification stored in
the AI model repository are
deployed to target microservices.

Distributed AI

O

AI model repository

O

Multiple AI models use

O

UC4 AI service with multiple MS
will be deployed and tested.

AI Service composition
with DECENTER
facilities

O

UC4 AI service will be composed
by DECENTER facilities.

Interaction with Digital
twin

X

O

Reusability of AI
microservice

X

O

Face detection and
member verification MS
will produce and
transfer the result for
Digital Twin
UC4 AI service can
easily expanded by
adding another member
verification MS.

In the following table we do the same with FR (functional requirement) by specifying which
requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2 (i.e.
only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

FR_UC4_001

Extract features from
images and detect
moving objects

FR_UC4_002

Have the ability to change
video data input to image
format and change the
image data input to an
interpretable size and
shape
by AI engine

11

Comments on how to Y2
Coverage
address the
demo
Descriptions
11
requirement
Edge will have an
Feature Extractor Micro
object detector, which
service (MS) will be
is able to produce a
O
tested and its result will
feature map as an
be used as input of
input of another
member verification MS
engine.
The system will have
image pre-processor
based on use-case
scenario.

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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X

The image data will be
resized and fed to the
face detector MS as an
input.
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The system will have a
human detector which
can detect the access
of people in a specific
space.

FR_UC4_003

Check whether the
detected human has
entered the restricted
area

FR_UC4_004

Detect whether a visitor is The system will have a
an authorized member or member verifier based
not
on registered images.

FR_UC4_005

FR_UC4_006

FR_UC4_007

FR_UC4_008

The system will have a
face detector which
Detect a face in the given
detects the location of
input
a face from the given
input
The system will have
Indoor environment
Predict the future value of predictor which can
environmental factors
estimate the future
value of Indoor factors
(e.g., CO2, PM10).
Store IoT sensor data
Data storage will retain
(e.g., PM10) based on
data for a specific
specific use- case
period of time based
scenario
on use-case scenario.
Trigger alerts when a
The system will be
potentially dangerous
connected the service
situation is perceived or
application which can
an error on a task occurs trigger alerts.

X

-

O

Member Verification MS
will detect whether a
visitor is the targeted
member of not.

O

Face Detector MS will
detect a face region
from the given camera
input.

X

-

X

-

X

-

In the following table we do the same with NFR (non-functional requirement) by specifying
which requirements have been realised so far (Y2) as not all of them will be addressed in Y2
(i.e. only those marked with “O”).
Functional
Requirement

NFR_UC4_001

NFR_UC4_002

NFR_UC4_003

12

Description (“The
system must be able
to…”)

Comments on how
Y2
to address the
demo12
requirement
The accuracy of
member verification
Have a reliable member will be evaluated on
O
verification
face retrieval protocol,
and the accuracy will
be at least 70%.
Have one or more
This system will
predictors that can infer predict more than two
X
the indoor
indoor future
future conditions
conditions.
Have a method for
The performance of
X
evaluating the
the human detector
performance of the
will be evaluated by

Coverage
Descriptions
Contents Management
service will provide the
proper contents based
on the result of member
verification.

-

-

Demonstration in Y2: {O = included, X = not included (yet)}
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human detector

NFR_UC4_004

Get the face detection
result during a proper
time

NFR_UC4_005

Select the appropriate
model for a specific
scenario that will run at
the edge

NFR_UC4_006

drawing precisionrecall curve on public
benchmark.
The time response is
highly dependent on
the capabilities of
each edge. The
system will respond in
less than 1 minute for
the service. This
system does not
deploy AI solutions for
some specific edge
devices that are
expected to take a
longer time.
In the case of indoor
environment
prediction, either
cloud or edge will be
able to select the
most proper model
based on information
from edge and
transfer it to edge.

Each AI engine will
Transfer the result of the
connect to other
AI engine from one
engine through local
edge to other edge
network.

X

-

O

ALL MSs at UC4 expect
to be able to get the
right AI model to do
their tasks successfully.

O

All MS can transfer the
result from one MS to
other MS. In conclusion,
it can be confirmed that
UC4 application obtains
the result through
successive operations
of several milliseconds.

In the following table are described the minimum viable demonstrator that will be tested in Y2.
Demo storyboard for Y2
[Deploy and configuration]
1) Deploy microservices on the DECENTER patform and present the status
2) Present input video stream from the camera
3) Present the output of each microservice
- Cropped face image from Face Detector
- Membership information from Member Verifier
- Processed time from Member verifier
[Main Service Scenario]
When a person comes in front of the camera, content related to the meeting is displayed on
the screen according to the member verification result.
[Demo Storyboard]
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Figure 31 List of microservices' pods deployed on the DECENTER platform for UC4, showing their status,
queried through kubectl Kubernetes command line interface.
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Figure 32 User interface to monitor the behaviour of the Face Detector AI service.

4.4.2 KPIs
We have individuated three different KPIs that we believe are fully representative of our use
case:
● Performance of face detection with accelerated AI model (Average Precision /
Percentage of activations of feature maps)
● Ability to use combination of multiple existing member verifier models
● Performance of AI model for member verification (Accuracy)
Method:
1) Performance of face detection with accelerated AI model (Average Precision, size of AI
model, number of parameters)
●
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Both models will be trained on WIDER FACE train dataset then the performance of the
both models will be tested on WIDER FACE validation dataset in the experiment
environment.
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●
●

The size and the number of parameters between the standard model and the
compressed model will be compared
The average precision of the both models will be calculated and compared on WIDER
FACE validation set. The method and other experimental environments to calculate
average precision will comply with WIDER FACE benchmark.

2) Ability to use combination of multiple existing member verifier models
●
●

Two existing models can cooperate and produce the result without generating a new
model.
We will check whether two or more existing models are used for the task.

3) Performance of AI model for member verification (Accuracy)
●
●
●

The performance of the member verification models will be tested on LFW dataset
(13,233 images / 5,749 identities)
We split the dataset into the two parts, which contains 10 identities respectively with at
least two images per member, to configure the member / non-member test sets.
The verification accuracy (%) will be calculated with the test sets.

4.4.3 Pilot Status
The following diagram describes the status of completeness of the different microservices
which comprise the AI application:

Figure 33 Ambient intelligence for Office Environment adaptive control (flow) loop view.

A first version of all the microservices comprising the AI application has been developed and
deployed in the testbed, including the three AI microservices (i.e. serving an AI method):
AI Service

Activity
kind

Function

Face Detector

Analysis

This service starts detecting a face in the image from
camera.
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Facial Feature
Extractor

Analysis

When a face has been detected and segmented within an
image, this service spots and identifies facial features.

X Group MV (Member
Verifier)

Analysis

This module verifies that person with a given collection of
facial features belongs to a certain group of people X.

The source code for those microservices can be found in DECENTER project’s GitLab. CI/CD
(continuous integration/continuous delivery) pipelines are already running to integrate,
package and publish those microservices as Docker containers (in a docker images repository
in the same GitLab system).
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5 Conclusions
This report is the outcome of a great collaboration between European and Korean partners
and is performed in a close collaboration with the activities of WP3, WP4 that together allow
the WP5 to create a environment able to run the four different use cases.
The summarize of all the subtasks:
•

•

•

T5.1 is an activity in which WP3 and WP4 converge to feed the use case owners to
start implementing the necessary features required and to use the features provided
by DECENTER.
T5.2 collected all the information necessary to prepare a pilot project, starting from the
definition of the key parameters up to the implementation of a program with all the
steps necessary to complete it.
T5.3 follows each use case and focuses attention on demonstration and experimental
validation, a fundamental activity for the analysis of the result of the pilots.

To better explain those tasks, we divided the document into different sections.
Section 2, it is a very rich section, which presents and explains DECENTER technology,
integration and implementation of the solution between the DECENTER Fog platform and the
services offered for the management of the entire application life cycle, offering a sort of guide
on how to install DECENTER.
The outcomes of this section are interesting for the use case owners and also for engineers
who participate in the development and operation of AI applications within the DECENTER
Platform.
Section 3 is focused on the use-case AI application and their integration with the DECENTER
platform based on Kubernetes. Where is possible to detect that any pilot has different AI
requirements (e.g. GPU is not mandatory for all of them) but for all of them ML is very important
to increase AI efficiency since a good data flow analysis is essential.
Section 4 presents the pilot status and describes how it works, with also a minimum
demonstration scenario that represents the work of two years of the project and how all the
WPs merge into a functional product.
Thanks to the joint effort from all European and Korean partners, it is possible to show the
functionality and potential of the DECENTER platform after two years of development, waiting
for the final result which will be reported in D5.2.
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6 Abbreviations
6MR

Six-Monthly Report

CoA

Coordination Agreement

CA

Consortium Agreement

CNN

Convolutional Neural Network

CRD

Custom Resource Definition

DL

Deep Learning

DNN

Deep Neural Networks

DoA

Description of Action

DPO

Data Protection Officer

EC

European Commission

ECRF

Effort and Cost Reporting Form

FS

Financial Statement

EU-GA

European Grant Agreement

GAS

General Assembly

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

IITP

Institute for Information & communications Technology Promotion

IM

Impact Manager

IPR

Intellectual Property Right

ML

Machine Learning

MSIT/IITP

Korean Ministry of Science and ICT

PM

Person Month

PMT

Project Management Team

PO

Project Officer

PR

Periodic Report

RP

Reporting Period

SoC

System on Chip

ToC

Table of Contents

WP

Work Package
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